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A matching of a graph G is a spanning subgraph of G in which every com- 
ponent is either a node or an edge of G. With every matching M, we can associate 
a monomial D(M) = II&w, where w, is a weight associated with the component 
and the product is taken over all components in M. The matching polynomial 
of G is the polynomial C17(M), where the summation is taken over all match- 
ings in G. Since the edges of a matching are independent edges of the graph, 
the coefficients of the terms of the matching polynomial represent the number of 
sets of independent edges of various cardinalities in G. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By a matching A4 of a graph G we will mean a spanning subgraph of G 
consisting of nodes and edges only. If M contains k edges, then M will be 
called a k-matching. If G hasp nodes and A4 contains k = [p/2] (the integral 
part of p/2) edges, then M will be called a maximal matching. If p is even then 
the maximal matching will be called a perfect or complete matching. It is clear 
that if G contains p nodes, then a k-matching in G will cotnain p - 2k 
nodes. 
Let it4 be a k-matching in G, and let us assign “weights” w1 and w2 to each 
node and edge respectively in M. Let us associate with 44, the weight w~-~~w~~. 
Then if a&$ is the number of k-matchings in G, the total weight of the k- 
matchings in G will be a akW~-2kW 2R. By summing the weights of all the 
k-matchings in G, for all possible values of k, we will obtain a polynomial in 
w, and w2 . This polynomial will be called the matching polynomial of G, 
and will be denoted by M(G; w). i.e., M(G; V) = Cr$’ akw,P-‘“w,k. 
Here w  = (wl , w2) is called the weight vector associated with the matching 
polynomial. If we put w1 = w2 = w, then the resulting polynomial in w  will be 
called the simple matching polynomial of G. 
We shall give an algorithm for finding matching polynomials of graphs, 
and use it to derive the matching polynomials of chains (trees with nodes of 
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valencies 1 and 2 only), circuits, basic graphs with cyclomatic number 2, 
complete graphs and complete bipartite graphs. We shall also give an 
algorithm for counting the number of perfect matchings in a given graph. 
By attaching a graph A to a graph B we shall mean the coalescence of a 
node of A with a node of B so as to form a common node, and hence a 
connected graph. We shall use the symbols M(G; g, t) and M(G; w, U, v) to 
represent generating functions for M(G; w)-the extra variables serving to 
collect matchings having common parameters (e.g., number of components). 
The lower and upper bounds of all summations will be zero and infinity 
respectively, unless otherwise stated. Also, if the limits of the summation are 
obvious from the nature of the summand, they will be omitted. We refer the 
reader to Harary [7] for the standard graph theoretic definitions. 
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM FOR MATCHING POLYNOMIALS 
Since matchings consist of nodes and edges, the inclusion of an edge in a 
matching, implies the exclusion of all edges adjacent to it. 
By partitioning the set of matchings in the graph, into two classes-(i) those 
containing a given edge 01 and (2) those not containing CII, we obtain the 
following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a graph containing an edge LY. Let G’ be the graph 
obtainedfrom G by deleting (Y, and G” the graph obtained from G by removing 
the nodes at the ends of (Y. Then 
M(G; W) = M(G’; w) + w&(G”; eu>. 
The fundamental algorithm for matching polynomials consists of repeated 
applications of the above theorem, until empty graphs result. This algorithm 
is similar to the algorithm described in Read [ll] for finding chromatic 
polynomials of graphs. It is also similar to an algorithm given in Mowshowitz 
[lo] and Harary et al. [8], for finding characteristic polynomials of trees. 
Let M be any matching in a graph G. A node x in G is either a component 
of M or is adjacent to an edge of M. If the valency of x is v, , then x is 
adjacent to v, edges in G. This means that we can partition the set of 
matchings in G into v, + 1 classes, (1) the class in which x is a component, and 
(2) the v, classes in which x is adjacent to each of the v, edges of G. From these 
considerations we obtain the following result, which is analogous to 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a graph containing a node x with valency v, . 
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Let G - {x} be the graph obtained from G by removing node x. Let G; be a 
graph obtainedfrom G by removing node x and an ac$acent node i. Then 
MG; w) = w,M(G - {x}; w) + w2 5 &f(G; ; .&. i=l 
3. PROPERTIES OF MATCHING POLYNOMIALS 
No information about the configurations of the matchings is lost, by using 
the simple matching polynomial in W, instead of the general polynomial in w, 
and w2 . The general polynomial however has the advantage of providing a 
useful check for errors in the indicies of the terms of M(G; +Y). It is clear that 
if aswlmwZn is a term of M(G; w), then m + 2n = p - the number of nodes 
in G. Therefore the power m of w1 must have the same parity as p. 
If M(G; w) contains no term with W, r then no matching in G contains r , 
edges. Clearly then no matching could contain s > r edges. For if this were 
possible, we would simply delete s - r edges in the matching with s edges, 
and obtain a matching with r edges. Hence there are no “gaps” in M(G; EP). 
Thus we have 
THEOREM 3. In M(G; w), the powers of m, have the same parity as p- 
the number of nodes in G. Also, if the largest power of w2 is r, then all terms of 
the form w;-‘~w~~, where 0 < m < r, occur in M(G; w) with non-zero 
coeficients. 
In any graph, the choice of a set of independent edges determines a set of 
isolated nodes. Hence we have 
THEOREM 4. The coeficient of w,“~“w~” is the number of sets of m 
independent edges in G. 
Since a matching in one component of a graph cannot affect matchings 
in other components, we get the following result. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a graph consisting of k components Gl , G2 ,..., Gk . 
Then 
MG; w) = I”r kf(G, ; eo>. 
i=l 
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4. PERFECT MATCHINGS 
Perfect matchings has been a topic of considerable interest because of its 
wide range of applications. (See Liu [9] Chapter 9 and Busacker and 
Saaty [2].) The set of graphs having perfect matchings has been characterized 
by Tutte [14]. Maximal matchings has also received a great deal of attention 
(see Edmonds [3], [4] and [5]). 
We shall denote the number of perfect matchings in a graph G, by $(G). 
It is clear that perfect matchings exist in G, if and only if every component 
of G contains an even number of nodes. 
If we put w  = (0, 1) in M(G; w), then only the term which represents the 
perfect matchings in G would make a nonzero contribution, since it would 
not contain w1 as a factor. Hence we have the following result. 
THEOREM 6. $(G) = M(G; (0, 1)). 
We shall combine this result with Theorem 1, to obtain the following 
theorem which yields an algorithm for counting perfect matchings in graphs. 
THEOREM 7. Let G be a given graph and OL an edge in G. Then 
1cl(G) = $(G’) + #(G”h 
where G’ is the graph obtained from G by deleting 01 and G”- the graph 
obtainedfrom G by removing the nodes at the ends of a. 
The algorithm suggested by this theorem, consists of applying the theorem 
repeatedly to the graph G, until we obtain smaller graphs H for which #(H) 
are known. For obvious reasons, we can ignore intermediate graphs which 
contain isolated nodes. 
5. MATCHING POLYNOMIALS OF TREES 
In Theorem 4 we stated that the coefficient of w~-?vZk in M(G; eu) is the 
number of sets of k independent edges in G. 
As a special case of a result given by Sachs [12], Schwenk [13] gave a 
formula for the characteristic polynomial of a tree T, with p nodes. It states 
that 
&T, ; x) = f akxPek , 
k=O 
where (i) ak = 0 for all odd values of k, and (ii) ask = (- l)k N, where N is 
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the number of ways of selecting k independent edges from T, . By combining 
Theorem 4 with this formula we obtain 
THEOREM 8. 
We can apply the fundamental algorithm to the chain P, with p nodes, by 
deleting a terminal edge (an edge which is adjacent to a node of valency 1). 
This immediately yields the recurrence relation 
P(P) = w,P(p - 1) + w,P(p - 2) for p>l, (1) 
where P(p) denotes M(P, ; w). 
The following generating function for M(P, ; eu> can be easily obtained 
from (1) by any standard technique. 
M(P, ; vu, t) = (1 - w,t - w,t2)-1. (2) 
By expanding this expression as the sum of an infinite geometrical progression 
and extracting the coefficient of t p, we obtain 
M(P, ; eu) = kc, (P ; “) WyW$ 
By combining the results given in Eqs. (I), (2) and (3), we get 
THEOREM 9. Let P, be a chain with p nodes. Then 
M(P, ; eu) = z. (P ; “) Wf-2kW& 
The generating function for M(P, ; u) is 
M(P, ; W, t) = (1 - w1t - w,ty, 
and P(p) = M(P, ; W) satisfie the recurrence relation 
P(p) = w,P(p - 1) + wzP(p - 21, with P(0) = 1. 
The following is a table of matching polynomials of chains containing up 
to 10 nodes. Notice that the sums of the coefficients of M(P,; W) are Fibonacci 
numbers. 





2 WI2 + wa 
3 WI* + 2w,w, 
4 WI” + 3wpw, + wsg 
5 wlb + 4wi*w, + 3w,w,* 
6 w16 + 5w,‘wz + ~w~‘w,~ + wg* 
7 wl’ + 6w16w, + 10w,*wea + 4w,wss 
8 WI* + 7w,aw* + 15w,*w* + lOw,~w*~ + w*4 
9 WI9 + 8w,‘w, + 21w,Sw*8 + 20wl*wf + 5w1w*4 
10 wl” + 9wlaw, + 28w16we* + 35w14wa’ + lSw,*w,* + wtS 
If we apply the reduction process to P, by choosing an interior edge CU, 
the deletion of 01 yields two chains P, and P, , where m + n = p. The 
associated graph G” will consist of two components Pmvl and P,-, . Thus 
we have 
THEOREM 10. 
P(m + 12) = P(m) P(n) + w,P(m - 1) P(n - 1). 
The following combinatorial identity can be obtained from Theorem 10, 
by using the result for P(p) given in Theorem 9. 
COROLLARY 10.1. 
m+;:-k) =~~*[(“;‘)(nr”)+(“-;-‘)(n-;-‘)]. 
6. MATCHING POLYNOMIALS OF CIRCUITS 
We can apply the fundamental algorithm to the circuit C,, with p nodes, 
by deleting any edge. In this case, G’ and G” will be chains containingp and 
p - 2 nodes respectively. Thus we get 
LEMMA 1. 
WC, ; WI = P(P) + WJYP - 2) (P > 1). 




M(C, ; vu) = wf-2,w2k. 
We can use the recurrence relation in Lemma 1, and the generating 
function for P(p) given in Theorem 9, in order to obtain a generating function 
for C(p) = M(C, ; WY). This generating function could then be used to obtain 
a recurrence relation involving matching polynomials of circuits only. Thus 
we obtain 
THEOREM 12. 
M(C, ;w,t) = (1 + W&(1 - w,t - w,t2)-1, 
and therefore 
C(0) = 1, cm = Wl, C(2) = WI2 + 2w, 
and 
C(P) = %C(P - 1) + W&P - 2) for ~23. 
The following is a table of values for M(C, ; g) for p = 0 to 10. Notice 















WI8 + 2w, 
w1* + 3w,w* 
WI4 + 4w,*w* + 2w** 
w1* + 5w,*w* + 5w,w** 
WI* + 6w14w* + 9w,*w,* + 2w** 
Wl’ + 7w,*w* + 14w,*w** + 7WlW,3 
WI* + 8wIgws + 20w14w,* + 16~,*~,4 + ~2~~4 
WI* -t 9w,‘w* + 27w,*w** + 3Ow,*w** +- 9w,w*4 
do + ~Owlawa + 35wlaw** + ~OW,~W,* + 25w,*w*4 + 2w 6 !a 
7. MATCHING POLYNOMIALS OF GRAPHS WITH CYCLOMATIC NUMBER 2 
The basic graphs with cyclomatic number 2 are shown below. Any other 
graph with cyclomatic number 2 consists of one of these graphs with trees 
attached. 
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We shall obtain the matching polynomials 
of the matching polynomials of chains. 




The graph shown above in Fig. l(a) will be denoted by G(p, q), where p 
and q are the number of nodes in the two circuits. We will assume that p > 2 
and q > 2. The matching polynomial of this graph can be obtained by appli- 
cation of the fundamental algorithm. The deletion of an edge xy of the q-gon 
is adjacent to the common node x, yields a graph G’ consisting of a p-gon 
with a chain P, attached to it. The graph G” will consist of two components 
P,-* and P4--1 . 
The algorithm can be applied to G’ by deleting the edge of the p-gon which 
is adjacent to node x. The resulting graph will be P,+,-l . The “new” graph G” 
will consist of two chains P,, and P,-, . We therefore obtain the following 
result, symmetric in p and q. 
THEOREM 13. 
W@P, 4; WI = P(P + 4 - 1) 
+ %FYP - 1) P(q - 2) + P(P - 2) m - l)l* 
The following corollary is obtained by Theorem 6. 
COROLLARY 13.1. 
$MP, d = 2 if p + q is odd. 
= 0 otherwise. 
The graph shown in Fig. l(b) will be denoted by G( p, q, r), where p, q 
and r are the number of nodes in the three chains. We will assume that 
p > 2, q > 2 and r > 2. We can apply the fundamental algorithm to this 
graph so as to obtain circuits and chains as final graphs. Lemma 1 and 
Theorem 10 can then be used to obtain the following result which is symmetric 
in p, q and r. 
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THEOREM 14. 
WG(P, 4, r); eu) = P(P + q + r - 1) + wJP(p - 1) P(q + r - 2) 
+ P(q - 1) P(p + r - 2) + P(r - 1) P(p + q - 2) 
+ P(p - 1) P(q - 1) P(r - l)]. 
Hence we have 
COROLLARY 14.1. 
#(G(P, 4, r>) = 2 if any two of p, q and r are odd 
and the other even. 
=3 if p, q and r are even. 
= 0 otherwise. 
The graph shown in Fig. l(c) will be denoted by G(( p, q), r), where p, 
q and r are the number of nodes in the circuits and chain respectively as 
indicated. 
We will assume that p > 2, q > 2 and r > 2. The fundamental algorithm 
can be applied to G(( p, q), r) by deleting an edge which joins the chain to a 
circuit. The resulting circuits with chains attached can be reduced to circuits 
and chains. The final graphs would therefore have components which are 
circuits and chains. By using Lemma 1 and Theorem 10, the following result 
which is symmetric in p and q, can be obtained. 
THEOREM 15. 
MG(P, d, r); WI = P(P + 4 + r - 2) + wzP(r - 2)[P(p) P(q - 2) 
+ P(q) P(P - 2) + P(P - 2) pk7 - 91 
+ w2P(r - 3)[P(p - 1) P(q - 2) + P(q - 1) P(p - 2)]. 
Hence we have 
COROLLARY 15.1. 
$(G((P, 41, r)> = 1 ifp and q are odd and r is even. 
zzz 2 if one of p or q is odd and r is odd. 
= 4 ifp, q and r are even. 
= 0 otherwise. 
The matching polynomials of graphs obtained by attaching trees to these 
basic graphs, can be obtained by applying the fundamental algorithm. We 
can obtain final graphs whose components consist of the basic graphs, 
circuits and trees. 
W4271I-7 
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8. MATCHING POLYNOMIALS OF GRAPHS WITH CYCLOMATIC NUMBER 3 
There are two classes of basic graphs with cyclomatic number 3. 
Class 1 contains graphs which can be obtained from the graphs shown 
above in Fig. 1 by attaching circuits to them. Class 2 contains the graphs 
shown below in Fig. 2. 
We can apply the fundamental algorithm to these graphs, so as to obtain 
lkal graphs whose components are the basic graphs with cyclomatic 
number 2, circuits and chains. Hence we can obtain the matching polynomials 
of these graphs in terms of matching polynomials of chains. These 
polynomials have indeed been found but they are too lengthy to be quoted 
here. The graphs in Class 1 can be similarly reduced and their matching 
polynomials found, in terms of matching polynomials of chains. 
9. MATCHING POLYNOMIALS OF COMPLETE GRAPHS 
We will denote the complete graph with p nodes by KS . Its matching 
polynomial will sometimes be denoted by K(p). Conventionally we write 
K(0) = 1. 
We can apply the fundamental algorithm to Kp by successively deleting 
each of the p - 1 edges which are adjacent to a particular node. This will 
yield the following result in which K(p) denotes M(K, ; z!J). 
THEOREM 16. 
K(P) = %m - 1) + (P - 1) M(P - 2) (P > 11, 
with K(0) = 1 and K(1) = W, . 
By applying Theorem 6 to the above recurrence relation for K(p), we get 
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Hence we have 
THEOREM 17. 
#(K,) = (p - l)(p - 3)(p - 5) ... 1 (p-even) for p > 1. 
The recurrence relation given in Theorem 16 yields a generating function 
for M(K, ; ccl). By extracting the coefficient of t* in M(K, , eu, t), an explicit 
result for M(K, ; ZP) can be obtained. Therefore we have the following result. 
THEOREM 18. 
M(K, ; w,, t) = exp (w,t + -$-), 
and therefore 
WG ; w> = ; (p _ &;, kr 2k w;-~~w~~. . . 
10. MATCHING POLYNOMIALSOFCOMPLETEBIPARTITE GRAPHS 
We will denote the complete bipartite graph with bipartition m and n 
by Km,, . We can apply the fundamental algorithm to K,,,n by successively 
deleting each of the n edges which join a particular node in one set, to all 
the nodes of the other set. The final graphs will be k;n-l,n and II other graphs- 
each being Km-l,n-l . Thus we obtain the following result in which K(m, n) 
denotes M(K,,,, ; w). Conventionally we write K(0, 0) = 1. K(n, 0) = w,“. 
THEOREM 19. 
K(m, n) = w,K(m - l,n)+w,K(m-l,n-1) (m, n > 1). 
We can obtain another recurrence relation by interchanging m and n 
in the above result. A generating function for K(m, n) can be obtained from 
Theorem 19. Using this, an explicit expresison for K(m, n) can be obtained. 
Thus we have 
THEOREM 20. 
WKwz ; eu, 4 = exph(u + 4 + w24, 
and therefore 
M(K,,,;w) =x9 1 Wm+n-2k,v k 2 7 with k < min(m, n). 
k - 
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11. CONCLUSION 
Matchings in graphs has been a topic of much interest. Results about 
matchings can be obtained in most standard texts in Graph Theory. (For 
example, Chapter 18 of Berge [l]). We hope that the concept of matching 
polynomials will be useful in helping to solve some of the many problems 
in the theory of matchings. 
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